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Performing crisis to create your
enemy: Europe vs. the EU in
Hungarian populist discourse

Robert Sata*

Political Science Department, Central European University, Vienna, Austria

Hungary has become the leader of democratic backsliding within Europe, with
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán turning into the staunchest critic of the EU, despite
a consistent support for the European project among the wider public and
Hungary being a net benefiter of EU membership. Using a systematic analysis
of all speeches, statements and interviews of the PM for his three consecutive
governments 2010–2022, I claim the radicalization of this Eurosceptic discourse is
a direct consequence of a continuous populist performance of crisis that demands
the creation of images of friends and foes to unite and mobilize people. Orbán
relies on discursive processes of othering to construct to his liking both “the
good people” and its enemies, who are to be blamed for the crises. Anybody
can become an enemy in the various crises that follow each other. At the same
time, discursive conceptions of Europe vs. the EU remain in the center of the
discourse to establish Hungary’s European belonging as well as opposition to
EU for policies that allegedly people reject. While the economic crisis pits an
economic “us” against the former socialist political elite, foreign capital, and the
EU and IMF that are all blamed for Hungary’s near-bankruptcy situation. The
refugee crisis redefines both “us” and “others”, the “self” is distinguished using
ethno-linguistic criteria and identitarian Christianity to signal the cultural distance
from the Muslim migrant “other” as well as multicultural EU. The pandemic crisis
is performed only to further exacerbate the conflict between the illiberal “self”
and the liberal “others”, where supranational EU, promoting multiculturalism,
gender ideology or neoliberal policies not only threatens the very existence of
traditional-national lifestyles but endangers the people themselves. With each
crisis performed, newer and newer conflict lines between various “European self’s”
and “threatening EU” are identified, each adding to the radicalization of Orbán’s
discourse. The demonization of the EU and the pretext of saving Europe using
these false discursive constructs enables Orbán strengthen his grip of power and
drift to authoritarianism.
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Introduction

Over the past decade, Hungary has become the leader of anti-democratic and anti-

European developments within the European Union. Ever since Prime Minister Viktor

Orbán returned to power in 2010 (he previously held office from 1998 to 2002), his priority

has been the building of an “illiberal democracy” (for details see Tóth, 2014), a regime to

denounce liberal principles to serve the interest of the people and the nation. This has

meant a total transformation of the country’s political regime, economy, and also national
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community. Calling his 2010 landslide electoral win a “ballot

revolution” against the post-communist Hungarian status-quo,

Orbán quickly and completely dismantled democratic checks and

balances in a country that used to be a poster-child for post-

communist democratization and consolidated politics in Eastern

Europe (Enyedi, 2016). In Orbán’s illiberal democracy, while

elections are organized, the system is tilted to favor Orbán’s party,

Fidesz (Scheppele, 2022), the opposition is side-stepped, and state

institutions have been captured by party cronies to the extent that

citizens have no control over rulers (Sata and Karolewski, 2020).

To respond to condemnation for deconstructing liberal

democratic norms and violating European values, Orbán has

deflected criticism by becoming the most vocal opponent of EU

integration, blaming the EU for imposing policies that people

reject. At the same time, public support for the European project

has been consistently high among ordinary Hungarians and there is

even an increase in support since 2012 (Göncz and Lengyel, 2021).

Hungary also benefits the most from EU membership financially

(Hungary Today, 2019). Notwithstanding these, Orbán has only

radicalized his Euroscepticism once in office and has become the

pariah of the EU.

Previous research onOrbán’s populist discourse has argued that

Orbán attacks the EU to maintain his populist strategy while in

office. Hegedüs (2019) shows that Orbán “externalizes” from the

domestic to the European/international level, the “us vs. them”

populist strategy, to allow him to continue his radical “anti-

elite” message despite being in office. Csehi (2019) shows that the

endurance of Orbán’s populism is explained by a “three-course

approach”: an ability to reinvent and reinforce the dichotomy of

the “people” vs. “elites” together with a remodeling of popular

sovereignty. Kim (2021) argues similarly that pitting “good people”

vs. various “evil elites”, it is the exclusive claim to popular

sovereignty that makes Orbán’s populism authoritarian; while

comparing Orbán to Kaczyński, Csehi and Zgut (2021) argue that

both exhibit a discourse of Eastern European version of Eurosceptic

populism that relies on the “anti-imperialist tradition” popular in

ECE to oppose the EU.

Building on these explanations, I argue that Orbán uses

populist discourse to rally support based on crisis fears rather than

policy performance. Orbán continuously performs and perpetuates

crises—at least discursively—to turn policy choices into existential

fights for Hungary and its people. The continuous performance

of crisis is all about discursive processes of “othering” that

not only define “the good people” but also its enemies to be

blamed for the crisis(es). This study reveals the great flexibility in

how Orbán attaches various meanings to the “empty signifiers”

(Laclau, 2005) of “us” and “others,” to fit his interest. The

various crises result in different understandings of both the

“self ” and “threatening others.” At the same time, Orbán always

depicts Hungary as the center of Europe, while the EU (that

Hungary is a member of) is the betrayer of people. This false

discursive construct helps Orbán act European while working

against the EU. With each crisis performed, new conflict lines

between various conceptions of “European selves” and “threatening

EUs” are identified, each adding to the radicalization of Orbán’s

discourse which is a populist narrative that is Eurosceptic at

the core, being nativist and xenophobic in being anti-migrant

and anti-Muslim, and anti-democratic and authoritarian in

denying pluralism and minority opinion, all in the name of

protecting people.

The article proceeds as follows: the first section provides a

brief introduction to the Hungarian context and its roots in

identity politics that the present discourse exploits. The next section

presents how processes of discursive othering—defining both “us”

and “others”—are key for both identity formation and performance

of crisis that rests on defining both the good people and its enemies

to be blamed for the crisis. The third section examines Orbán’s

political discourse during his 2010–2014 government and argues

that the narrative is a prime example of economic grievance-based

populism, where both the “self ” and the “others” are understood in

financial terms. Performing a financial crisis, the EU is portrayed

as an enemy for betraying the ordinary people and siding with

foreign capital and the IMF. The following section examines the

discourse of 2014–2018 and claims that the othering gains an

ethno-populist character from 2015 onwards, with a strong anti-

migration stand, justified by Orbán’s performance of the migration

crisis as an existential threat. This way migrants and the EU’s

refugee resettlement system must be stopped to not water down

Hungarian identity or traditional European culture. The following

section presents the 2018–2022 discourse that continues to be anti-

migrant and also presents the EU “gender ideology” and promotion

of LGBTQ rights as endangering traditional Hungarian families

and lifestyles. The 2020 pandemic crisis is performed by Orbán as

any other crisis—The health emergency is just another opportunity

to attack the political opposition and the liberal world order as

embodied by the EU for allegedly putting Hungarian lives at risk.

Finally, the article concludes by summarizing how each performed

crisis and its corresponding images of the “self ” and “dangerous

others” only add to the radicalization of the discourse.

The Hungarian context

While suppressed under communism, nationalism and identity

politics have gained prominence in Hungary after the regime

change. While strong nationalist feelings characterize the entire

Central and Eastern European region, nationalism plays a

particular role in Hungarian politics for historical reasons. The

country has lost about two-thirds of its territory and one-third of

its people to neighboring countries after World War I and ever

since, the protection of Hungarians abroad (a term used to refer

to Hungarians living in countries neighboring Hungary) has been

high on the political agenda. Care for the kin abroad has a specific

role in international politics as well; post-communist Hungary

established a very generous system of minority accommodation

with extensive self-governance rights for minorities primarily to

stand as an example for neighboring countries with Hungarian

communities living there (Bárdi, 2013).

Nevertheless, in contrast to this exemplary minority policy

aimed at the external world, chauvinism and xenophobia are

common among ordinary Hungarians, as shown by public opinion

polls (e.g., Simonovits et al., 2016; p. 41). Nationalist feelings

are often coupled with anti-Semitism and anti-Roma sentiments.

This is a little surprising, as Hungary comports with the region—

majoritarian nation-building has happened at the expense of

minorities in Central and Eastern Europe (Culic, 2009). These
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exclusionary sentiments and anti-establishment attitudes also

explain the success of radical right parties1 in Hungarian politics

(Karácsony and Róna, 2011; Bíró Nagy et al., 2013).

Exclusionary nationalist attitudes provide solid ground for

current identity-based politics. Disillusion with the post-1989

political transition and economic hardship following the 2008

financial crisis only further radicalized societal views (Kim, 2021).

Using a populist discourse, Orbán has successfully exploited

identity fears to return to power, winning with his party, Fidesz,

a two-thirds majority in 2010. Winning four consecutive elections

(2010–2022), Orbán is one of the longest-ruling populist leaders

in the world, showing no sign of moderation of his populist

discourse. At the same time, Orbán’s populist rule has replaced the

programmatic appeal to the voter with identity politics. Fidesz has

no party program: the party has won all successive elections (both

national and European) since 2009 without a party manifesto.

Once in power, Orbán set out to build a “system of national

cooperation”: he modified repeatedly Hungary’s constitution and

the electoral system and removed checks on executive power by

weakening the judicial system (Scheppele, 2022). The state has been

captured by the party, enabling Orbán to establish a vast patronal

network, while extensive media control allows for controlling

opposition voices and ethno-populism is employed to rally the

support of the people (Sata and Karolewski, 2020) and mask the

authoritarian move (Kim, 2021). The curtailment of democratic

rights and rules went to such an extent that many question whether

Orbán’s illiberal regime is democratic at all (Bozóki and Hegedus,

2018; Palonen, 2018).

Constructing the “good people” and
its enemies in populist discourse

Identities are constructed based on differences from “others” as

identity is impossible to define without a difference (Stavrakakis

et al., 2018). It is processes of discursive othering that create the

meaning of both “us” and “them,” defining who belongs to the

community and those who do not. In these processes of othering,

“us” vs. “them” are discursively defined, relying on inclusion and

exclusion along several categories and symbolic boundaries. The

different conceptualizations of identity compete with each other,

both within the group and between groups (Abdelal et al., 2001).

Identity is thus the result of both its content and relational feature

as in-group identity produces competition vis-a-vis out-groups. In
this sense, belonging to the national community can be understood

as being a member of an “imagined” one and valued above all other

groups’ communities (Gellner, 1983; Anderson, 2006).

Political discourses and narratives play a key role in how

people perceive themselves and others. At the same time, political

1 The first such party, MIÉP, the Hungarian Truth and Life Party, passed

the 5% parliamentary threshold with a pan-Hungarian agenda, open racism,

and anti-Semitism (Minkenberg, 2013). Following the demise of MIÉP, Jobbik

became popular by pursuing an agenda of “gypsy crime” (Karácsony and

Róna, 2011) and by founding a paramilitary wing, the Hungarian Guard

Movement (Bíró Nagy et al., 2013). Our Homeland Movement (Hungarian:

Mi Hazánk Mozgalom) was founded in 2018 by Jobbik dissidents, claiming

the party gave up its radical roots.

discourse is central to developing new political strategies and

policies that are considered legitimate by the public. In the ideal

world, all policy is developed as a result of a series of debates among

competing ideas and understandings of the world (Dryzek, 2013).

It is this process of sharing knowledge, understanding, experiences,

or expectations with other members of the community that

creates a common understanding, an intersubjective construction

of meaning (Christiansen et al., 1999). All political discourses

interact with each other in the public sphere in a process that could

be called the discursive construction of reality (Lazar, 2005), the

means to provide the community with an understanding of the

world (Wodak, 1997; Wodak and Weiss, 2005).

Processes of discursive othering are central not only to identity

formation but also to political discourse. Distinguishing “the

other” from “us” emphasizes (different) material characteristics

but also centers on ideational aspects that distinguish the “self ”

from the “other” (Bacchi, 1999; Lazar, 2000). Human reality

is socially constructed and articulated in discourse (Stavrakakis

and Galanopoulos, 2018) and ideational interpretations are often

more important than empirical facts. In this sense, the framing

of “us” focuses on particularities—be it real or imagined—that

are evoked to exclude the “others” (Yuval-Davis, 1998; Wodak,

2007a,b). Moreover, if the “other” is framed as posing threat, those

allegedly responsible can be blamed for the problem (Meeusen and

Jacobs, 2017). This way, the discursive processes of “othering” can

condition identity formation for both “us” and “them” (Jensen,

2011) and provide a particular meaning or construct reality in

specific ways, shaping identities, values, or political preferences.

Populism can be understood in many ways and there is no

universally accepted definition in the literature. Some see it as a

political logic (Laclau, 2005), others as a political communication

style (Jagers and Walgrave, 2007), as a political style (Moffitt

and Tormey, 2014), or as a strategy (Weyland, 2017). The most

common understanding of populism, the ideational approach

(Mudde, 2004; Stanley, 2008), claims that society is ultimately

divided into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, “the pure

people” and “the corrupt elite” or “dangerous others,” and politics

should be an expression of the volonté générale (general will) of the
people (Mudde, 2004, p. 543; Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser, 2013).

At the same time, populist categories of “the people” or “elites” and

“others” are “empty signifiers” (Laclau, 2005) or “empty vessels”

(Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser, 2013, p. 151) that are retroactively

constructed, creating with great flexibility the meaning that is

supposed to express (Stavrakakis et al., 2018).

Processes of discursive othering give meaning to these empty

signifiers of populist discourse, providing meaning for both “the

people”and its enemies. While many think of populism as defined

by homogeneity and a moral thesis—Mudde (2004) defines the

homogeneous people as morally pure and opposed to evil and

corrupt elites (see for similar argument Kim, 2021)—I believe the

populist divide between the people and the elite/others is not

necessarily a moral one but a political one. All kinds of political

actors draw on moral values in their discourses and moralism

cannot be used to distinguish populists from others (Wodak,

2007b; Stavrakakis and Jäger, 2018; Katsambekis, 2022). Instead,

policies and policy issues can become moralized and demoralized

(Kreitzer et al., 2019), based on how political actors treat these in

their discourse.
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This article adopts the performative theory of populism based

on Moffitt’s (2015) understanding that the performance of crisis is

an essential core feature of populism. Accordingly, the crisis is only

a crisis if it is experienced through performance and mediation and

one can examine political discourse to reveal how social failures or

problems are “constructed and performatively narrated as a crisis,

attributed to the action of an enemy . . . simultaneously triggering

the radical construction of the people” (Stavrakakis et al., 2018; p.

15). In turn, changes in the discourse will be reflected in the new

discursive constructs of “us” and “others.” Performance of crisis

helps populists divide “the people” and “others” and pretend they

represent the “voice of the people.” This not only helps advocate

strong leadership but also radically simplifies the terrain of political

debate, often turning complex issues into binary views or rights and

wrongs, which in turn call for simplified solutions of “with us” or

“against us.”

Populism can be both inclusive and exclusive, depending on

who is excluded from or included in the category of “people”

(Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser, 2013). While populism on the left

is rather transnational and views the “people” as the global under-

dog (mainly in economic terms), right-wing populism is often (if

not always) nationalist (Jenne, 2018; p. 546) and is defined by its

exclusionary preferences (Ignazi, 2003; Mudde, 2007): “the core

element of which is amyth of a homogenous nation, a romantic and

populist ultra-nationalism which is directed against the concept of

liberal and pluralistic democracy and its underlying principles of

individualism and universalism” (Minkenberg, 2013; p. 11).

Euroscepticism has become a primary feature of party core

ideologies (Szczerbiak and Taggart, 2017) and is often in tandem

with populism (Rooduijn and van Kessel, 2019). Right-wing

populist politicians are Eurosceptic because of their romantic

and populist ultra-nationalism positions them by default wary

of losing sovereignty to the EU. In line, Orbán’s populism is

Eurosceptic and combines nationalism with a neoconservative

traditionalist ideology to promote a romanticized ideal of the

national community in some golden age, uncorrupted by elites or

“others.” For Orbán, the golden age does not refer to a specific

time but is rather a patchwork of different elements of “greatness”

(Dessewffy, 2022). Orbán discursively links this “greatness” to a

pinnacle of European civilization to create a joint frame of reference

and bolster Hungarian “proudness,” despite Hungary being a small

European country. Nostalgia is used not only to legitimize Orbán’s

claims to political authority but to portray Hungary as defending

traditionalist Europe against or from the EU (and various others).

This false discursive construct of Europe against the EU is at the

center of Orbán’s right-wing populist strategy and allows Orbán to

act “as European” and deflect all criticism of the illiberal regime as

revenge for defending traditional forms of life and values from the

Brussel elites.

The performative approach to populism ignores the demand

side of populism by focusing exclusively on the supply side, as

manifested in political discourse. Studies on populist discourse

focus on rhetorical strategies, discourse-analytical concepts relating

populism to hegemony, and the agenda of populist politics.

Empirical studies rely on both quantitative and qualitative

methods, covering different political actors and focusing on

similarities and differences in their rhetoric and discourse across

the globe and across political affiliations (see e.g., Hawkins, 2009;

Bernhard et al., 2015; Kriesi and Pappas, 2015; Hawkins and Rovira

Kaltwasser, 2018; Hawkins and Silva, 2018; Schulz et al., 2018;

Ribera Payá, 2019). In the same tradition, I examine how Orbán

discursively performs crises and employs processes of discursive

othering in defining “the good people” and its enemies. More

precisely, I focus on how the “we” and the “other” are filled

with meaning, using different criteria in each crisis performed,

and how these conceptions change over time; what populist

themes and frames are present; and how these interact with the

processes of othering. Traditional themes and frames associated

with populist discourse are an appeal to the people, representing

people’s will, or its anti-establishment, anti-elite, or anti-politics

character; Manicheism; as well as questioning political correctness,

a breakdown of taboos or bad manners that enter public talk

(Moffitt and Tormey, 2014).

I look at framing as a tool-making aspect of certain issues

more salient through different modes of presentation (McCombs,

2004). Framing is thus a central organizing idea or a storyline to

provide meaning to an issue or an event (Feinberg and Willer,

2019). Based on their expectations about what frames will generate

the most support within the public, political actors can use

rational/instrumental frames to assess the value of a policy through

its effects, or moral frames to involve moral arguments above

all others (Chong and Druckman, 2007; Mucciaroni, 2011; Jung,

2020). I examine whether and howmuchOrbán’s political messages

are framed as questions of fundamental, moral beliefs about right

and wrong (Lakoff, 2002) because morality frames also make

discourse caustic and disable consensus, accusing rivals as immoral

as they build animosity among individual citizens and largely

increase affective polarization in society (Ryan, 2014; Feinberg and

Willer, 2019; Jung, 2020).

While previous studies of Orbán’s populist discourse focused

on selected speeches only (e.g., Csehi, 2019; Hegedüs, 2019; Csehi

and Zgut, 2021), this study examines all the speeches, declarations,

interviews, or press statements delivered by Orbán between 2010

and 2022—three full governmental cycles that are available on

the PM’s website. While the texts contain different types of

speeches, from public talks to press statements or interviews, both

domestic and international, all speeches are treated the same for

analysis.2 I focus on the PM’s speeches because of his absolute

power over Hungarian politics. I compare the discourse of the

2 All speeches are available online on the website of the PM’s O�ce,

although some websites have been archived; See https://2010-2014.

kormany.hu/en/prime-minister-s-o�ce/the-prime-ministers-speeches;

https://2015-2019.kormany.hu/en/the-prime-minister/the-prime-

minister-s-speeches; https://abouthungary.hu/speeches-and-remarks.

I rely on the o�cial English translation of the PM’s speeches; although the

language used in the English translations is typically toned down, Hungarian

versions can use more radical expressions. I am grateful to the anonymous

reviewer for pointing out that some speeches were not o�cially translated

and thus are missing from the analysis. The missing data should not alter

substantially the analysis given the very high number of speeches analyzed.

To ease referencing the speeches,more than 800 entries, these are numbered

for each government cycle, always starting with the first post-electoral

victory speech available on the website: 2010–2014 Speeches 1–142; 2014–

2018 Speeches 201–565; and 2018–2022 Speeches 601–956. To help better

situate individual speeches in the overall discourse, all speech numbers are
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three governmental cycles to identify any substantial changes,

possible moderation, or radicalization of the discourse. I employ

mixed methods for discourse analysis that relies on quantitative

exploration of the content of the speeches, followed by an analysis

of the frames. The qualitative analysis relies on keyword and

keyword-combination frequencies (see Supplementary material for

figures and frequency scores) to establish the main frames of

reference used in the discourse. Changes in the frequencies

highlight how frames are constructed or changed and what the tone

of the message is. Excerpts of the speeches are used to highlight the

processes of discursive othering that fill up themeaning of both “us”

and “dangerous others” in different ways for each different crisis

that is being performed.

2010–2014: financial crisis, economic
“us” against foreign capital and the EU

The primary theme for Orbán’s discourse during his 2010–2014

government was the 2008 financial/economic crisis (Figure 1). This

is not surprising since the economic crisis hit Hungary particularly

hard, compared to other countries in the region. Performing

economic crises, the speeches often talk about capital and markets

vs. the people and the Hungarian economy—A prime example

of populist discourse (Supplementary Table 1). The answer to the

crisis offered by Orbán is also populist, a simple solution to a

complex problem—The need to protect the people. This way,

the financial crisis justifies decisive and immediate action—His

unorthodox economic policies: the introduction of “crisis taxes”

of various sectors, nationalization of private pensions to fill in

budget holes, reductions in social aid and unemployment benefits,

or reduction of energy tariffs but also a reconfiguration of the entire

state apparatus, filling it up with Fidesz cronies all done under the

pretext of protecting people’s interest.

Although the financial crisis is an international crisis, all

speeches target solely the national group: foreigners or aliens

are barely mentioned, and migrants and immigrants are never

of interest except when talking about Hungarians, who went to

work abroad. Given the nature of the crisis, Orbán depicts the

“self ” in an economic conception, while the “dangerous others”

are also portrayed in financial terms: “banks,” “bankers,” and

“multinationals” represent international capital, blamed for the

crisis. Orbán blames profit-seeking at the expense of “the people,” as

well as the incompetence of the former political elite for the crisis

“that threatened to push Hungary into bankruptcy” (Speech 36, 4

Oct. 2012). This way, the discourse is populist and anti-elite, while it

also attacks the neo-liberal capitalist establishment, yet it constructs

the community in economic rather than ethno-national terms (not

all populism is nationalist, see Brubaker, 2020).

Following the 2008 crisis, the former socialist-liberal

Hungarian government started bailout negotiations with the

IMF that was joined by the EU in demanding austerity measures

from Hungary. Claiming that these would hurt “the people,” Orbán

broke negotiations once in power and opted for his unorthodox

policies to manage the crisis in the “Hungarian way.” At the same

followed by the date of the speech: Speech 1 (1 July 2010); Speech 201 (6

June 2014); Speech 601 (8 April 2018).

time, despite Hungary being an EU member, he portrays the EU as

a “dangerous other” for siding with IMF instead of supporting the

Hungarian people. Orbán externalizes the populist “us vs. them”

logic (Hegedüs, 2019) as EU bureaucrats become “others” to be

blamed for the crisis and fought together with multinationals and

bankers: “we do not wince with respect to anybody; not from the

raised voices of multinational companies, nor from the threats of

the bankers, nor from the negative forecasts of financial circles,

nor from the raised fingers of Brussels bureaucrats’ (Speech 100, 28

Jan. 2014).

Claiming that Hungary is a central member of Europe, Orbán

is not shy to stand up to the EU and demand equal treatment

instead “any of the EU’s institutions behaving disrespectfully

toward Hungarians” (Speech 9, 23 Oct. 2012). While Hungary’s

European belonging is cherished by Orbán, the EU is portrayed

as “a bureaucratic empire in Brussels” (Speech 53, 16 Jul. 2013)

that wants to “dictate a uniform economic policy” (Speech 53, 16

Jul. 2013). This way, the processes of discursive othering result in

a fascinating duality of the discourse: the “cultural self ” strongly

belongs to Europe and European Christian civilization, but the

“economic self ” is defined in opposition against the EU and

its common neoliberal market policies. Displaying demand for

austerity policies as dictates of the Brussels empire, Orbán also

relies on the anti-imperialist tradition to mobilize his supporters

(Csehi and Zgut, 2021).

Despite this duality of the cultural and economic conceptions

of the “self,” Orbán’s speeches rarely mention culture and

traditions specific to Hungary when defining the “good people”

(Supplementary Table 1). There is only one exception to not using

ethno-cultural markers of identity and that is language. Language

becomes the basis of Hungarian uniqueness: “our language is a

very unique one, a very ancient one, and is closer to logic and

mathematics than to the other languages” (Speech 68, 18Oct. 2013).

Language not only defines the ethno-cultural community but also

unites it since it is “a secret code for Hungarians that generates the

feeling that we belong to the same family” (Speech 68, 18Oct. 2013).

At the same time, since the Hungarian language is portrayed

as unique, it also becomes a barrier to identifying with Europe

since its uniqueness “excludes us from the world and encloses us

within our own” (Speech 69, 22 Oct. 2013). To claim European

belonging, Orbán opts to portray discursively Christianity and

Christian roots as common markers of Hungarian and European

identity. In line with Western right-wing populist politicians” use

of religion only as identity without faith (Brubaker, 2017), Orbán

claims that Hungary belongs to Europe via its Christianity—though

without any religious meaning but rather understood as a set of

values, standards, and behaviors, a source of morality.

Cherishing its Christian culture and values, the “self ” can be

portrayed with a high moral stance against the “immoral creditors”

whose unrestrained profit-seeking is blamed by Orbán as causing

the crisis. At the same time, Christian belonging is also a divider

between Hungary and the EU, and Orbán attacks secular Europe

claiming “Europe that has forgotten about its Christian roots is like

a man who built his home on sand with no foundations” (Speech

13, 16 Nov. 2012). Opposed to this, Hungary is ready to fight

“European political and intellectual trends and forces which aim to

push back and undermine Christian culture, Christian civilization

and Christian values” (Speech 15, 17 Nov. 2012).
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FIGURE 1

Main themes. Own computations, MAXQDA. Word combinations of two to five words are considered. All speeches of the respective period were
compiled into a single document, words were lemmatized, and min. character length was set to 2. The software relies on English stop-words and
only considers word combinations within a sentence or parts of sentences as defined by common separators (;, – () … []). To compile topics/themes,
word context is explored, and context is set to 10 words ahead and 10 words for the selected word/phrase.

Orbán’s discourse revolves around the financial crisis that he

evokes to blame it on the global world order and EU integration.

In this conception, the EU is blamed for betraying the people

since “the bureaucrats in Brussels, who rather than supporting

us, stood by the banks and the multinationals” (Speech 92, 13

Dec. 2013). Blame attribution only helps him rally support for

national sovereignty to be able to oppose EU common policies or

market rules that supposedly lead to the economic downturn. To

be able to resist foreign investors and multinationals, Orbán claims

that nations should decide their economic policies on their own,

without any supranational interference, to ensure that the profits

of people’s work “are not taken outside Hungary’s borders” (Speech

26, 22 Feb. 2012).

Orbán performs the crisis not only to establish whom to

blame but to present himself as one of the people, speaking for

and in the name of the Hungarians—another populist discursive

strategy—evidenced by the extensive use of the terms “us” and

“our.” The discourse is anti-establishment, both directed at the

domestic scene, as well as the international arena. The EU is

accused of using double standards and abusing its power when
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dealing with Hungary (Speech 52, 4 Jul. 2013), while the former

liberal-socialist government is blamed for cheating the people and

leading the country into crisis, using a logic of “let us eat and drink,

for tomorrow we die” (Speech 15, 17 Nov. 2012). This way the

processes of discursive othering are key to distinguishing the “good

people” vis-à-vis corrupt domestic and international elites, blamed

for the crisis. Elites are immoral as evidenced by Orbán portraying

his political opposition as heirs of the socialist communist party,

equating them with “a political construct based on the bad in

people” (Speech 39, 30 May 2013), while using the same logic, the

EU is compared to the Soviet Union for endangering sovereignty

since “the decisions on Hungarian freedom and the fate of Hungary

were not left to the Hungarians” (Speech 50, 2 Jul 2013).

Orbán’s 2010–2014 political discourse is a textbook example of

economic grievance-based populism. Orbán’s discourse uses all the

common populist frames to rally support for his regime: it blames

former elites and the establishment as well as international markets

and the EU for economic troubles, while it speaks as one of the

people, for the people. He presents all issues through the populist

performance of crisis, where Hungary is depicted as being cheated

by its former elite as well as the EU, enabling foreign international

capital (and IMF) to push the country into near bankruptcy. In

this economic crisis, perceptions of the “self ” are defined mainly

in financial terms, in opposition to economic enemies with little to

say about ethno-cultural identifiers. Hungarian interest is defined

against foreign capital, while Hungarian sovereignty is to stand

against the supranational EU and its common economic policies.

2015–2018: refugee crisis,
religio-cultural “us” against migrants,
and multicultural-secular EU

Following the introduction of a new electoral system that gives

undue advantage to the winning party (Scheppele, 2022), Orbán’s

Fidesz has maintained its two-thirds majority in parliament with

only 44.5% of the popular vote in the 2014 elections. Orbán’s

narrative remains populist and the 2014–2018 speeches show that

crisis remains at the center of the discourse, the only change is that

the 2008 economic crisis has been replaced with the 2015 European

refugee crisis (Figure 1). Migration becomes the new performed

crisis for Orbán’s speeches, more than half are on this topic.

Notwithstanding this, one should note that although hundreds of

thousands of refugees entered Hungary in 2015, all of them left

heading for Western Europe. Hungary has virtually no migrants

and is not a target of migration but rather a source country for

people leaving for work in the UK, Germany, or Austria.

As the frequency scores show (Supplementary Table 1),

migration was never a topic until 2015. Yet, even before the

2015 refugee crisis emerges, Orbán claims in his State of the

Nation Address on 27 February 2015 (Speech 233) that liberal

multiculturalism must be opposed because migration brings

“people, many of whom are unwilling to accept European culture,

or who come here with the intent of destroying European

culture.” Once the migration crisis starts in the summer, Orbán’s

discourse focuses exclusively on an anti-migrant narrative that

only radicalizes over time, with Orbán soon breaking taboos—yet

another populist discursive strategy—declaring that “immigration

brings crime and terrorism to our countries” (Speech 325, 15

Mar. 2016).

Portraying migration as the new existential crisis for Hungary,

Orbán’s discourse also redefines conceptions of both the “self ”

and “others.” The processes of discursive othering remain at the

center of the discourse, the previous financial understanding of

the “self ” is exchanged with a new, more cultural understanding,

and the “other” is also reconceptualized either as the migrant

or the common EU refugee scheme demanding that Hungary

accepts refugees part of sharing the EU burden.3 Similarly to

what we have seen for 2010–2014, the processes of discursive

othering are clearly linked to blame attribution—migrants threaten

Hungarian culture while the EU and liberal EU members are

blamed for bringing migration to Hungary. Once again, Orbán

defines Hungary’s interest in opposition to the EU: while “in

Brussels and in some large EU Member States the dominant

opinion is still that immigration is on the whole a good thing”

(Speech 285, 16 Nov. 2015), Orbán claims that migration will

endanger the very existence of Hungary.

The performance of the migration crisis focusing on the

cultural/civilizational divide between the “self ” and “others” affects

profoundly the re-conceptualization of the Hungarian self. Orbán

stops using the term “the people of Hungary”, which would suggest

addressing citizens, and instead focuses on the terms “Hungarian

nation” and “Hungarians” (Supplementary Table 1), putting in

focus the ethno-national community. This reconceptualization

also results in an increased reference to Hungarian culture and

traditions when defining the “self ” that previously was missing.

This new meaning of “us” is interwoven with ethnicity, culture,

tradition, and a unique “thousand-year-old civilization” (Speech

398, 15 Dec. 2016). In turn, this essentialist understanding

of identity is evoked by Orbán to exclude all other cultures

or identities to safeguard Hungary’s identity (Speech 335, 25

Apr. 2016). Keyword results suggest that even more threats

from “others” as references to “protection” and “security needs”

(Supplementary Table 1) have increased 5-fold as compared to the

previous period. This way, the migration crisis is performed into a

cultural threat, and the processes of discursive othering are tailored

to tap into people’s cultural fears.

The terms used by Orbán in his speeches also point out

this radical anti-migrant discourse. He uses the terms “migrants”

and “immigrant” five times more often than the terms “refugee”

or “asylum seeker” (Supplementary Table 1). For Orbán, most

refugees are economic migrants, seeking a better life in Europe

and therefore are not entitled to empathy or support, Hungary

has no duty to help but rather should defend its own interest.

Orbán sees migration bring the threat of a “clash of civilizations” as

accepting Muslim migrants, the “identity of civilization in Europe

could change” (Speech 251, 2 Jun. 2016). This way, Orbán taps

into the idea made famous by Huntington (1993) about essential

3 The EU mandatory quota system was approved in September 2015 to

transfer 160,000 refugees from Greece and Italy to other states under the

EU’s refugee burden sharing policy. Hungary was supposed to accept 1,294

refugees but refused and challenged the system at the European Court of

Justice.
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cultural characteristics that render East andWest incompatible and

destined for conflict. Although this reductive approach to culture

and geopolitics has been widely rebuked (Said, 2014), this does not

prevent Orbán portraying the alien “other” not only as culturally

distant but as civilizationally different, further distancing the in-

and the out-group in the discursive othering process.

This cultural/civilizational understanding of the “self ” also

results in more cultural othering of migrants, which is most

noticeable in the religious references used in the discourse. The

previous identitarian reference to Christianity in defining the

“self ” has acquired a new, more religious understanding. This

way, religion and faith become criteria of discursive othering,

with Orbán often positing Christianity or Christians against Islam

and Muslims. He is clearly committed to an exclusively Christian

Hungary and Europe and he is proud to declare that “in Hungary

Islamization is subject to a constitutional ban” (Speech 335,

25 Apr. 2016). Using religion as a means of othering presents

a mixture of Eastern and Western use of religion in right-

wing populist discourse that although driven by the notion of

a civilizational threat from Islam, rejects Western nationalism’s

shift to civilizationism that “internalizes liberalism, secularism,

philosemitism, gender equality, gay rights, and free speech”

(Brubaker, 2017, p. 1208)—all opposed by Orbán.

While Orbán always performs crises to portray the various

“others” as dangerous, the “migrant other” is conceived as a

direct security threat for Hungary and Hungarians. Orbán defies

political correctness when he not only claims that migration and

criminality are linked but he thinks migration carries the “threat of

terrorism or terrorists” (Speech 285, 16 Nov. 2015). For the same

reason, while in 2010–2014, Orbán never really engaged with the

issue of terrorism, since 2015, he often talks about terrorism or

terrorist organizations (see Supplementary Table 1). This way, he

does not only discursively construct the migrant into an “other”

who is culturally, religiously, or civilizationally different, but also

as someone posing a direct risk to the life of Hungarians (Speech

471, 19 Jul. 2017).

Securitizing the discourse against “dangerous others,” the

migration crisis also calls for strengthening of Hungary’s borders

to protect the “good people.” Border protection becomes

indispensable because, according to Orbán, “each nation is defined

by its borders” (Speech 257, 24 Jul. 2015). Despite Hungary being

part of Schengen and thus borderless Europe, Orbán believes only

sovereign borders can protect Hungary and its culture. The Fidesz

government has built a fence along most of the southern border of

the country in 2015 and Orbán even claims that by stopping mainly

Muslim immigrants, he is protecting “Europe’s essence [that] lies in

its spiritual and cultural identity” (Speech 283, 16 Nov. 2015).

At the same time, reinforcing borders also positions Hungary

against a borderless EU since Orbán claims only the self-rule of

the people—represented solely by his government—is legitimate.

While in 2010–2014, Orbán portrayed himself as a defender of

Hungarian economic interests, now he is fighting for the cultural

survival of not only Hungary but Europe. In turn, the EU is once

again portrayed as the threatening “other,” who endangers or would

water down this civilization with its liberal multiculturalist policies.

Claiming that the people do not agree with the politics of the EU

(Speech 294, 2 Dec. 2015) and it is the EU’s liberal philosophy

and multiculturalism that makes Europe weak (Speech 265, 5 Sep.

2015), Orbán claims that Hungary—sharply opposed to the EU and

its liberal core—will defend Europe and its civilization both from

the migrants and the EU itself since Hungary is “the continent’s

gatehouse and bastion” (Speech 439, 20 May 2017).

To serve the process of discursive othering of the EU, Orbán

also employs conspiracy theories that resemble a deep-state

narrative when he claims that the EU enacts the so-called “Soros

plan,” an alleged proposal of American billionaire of Hungarian

origin George Soros supporting international migration. Orbán

claims domestic and international NGOs, feminist activists, liberal

thinkers, or university academics—the “Soros troops”—are the

dangerous others because “they are ridiculing faith, and they regard

families as redundant, and nations as obsolete” (Speech 515).

Instead, Hungary is to be strengthened by family-friendly policies

to stop the demographic decline (performed as another crisis by

Orbán) without letting in immigrants.

At the same time, while the migration is identified as the new

enemy to fight, there is little change in the rest of the discourse as

conceptions of Hungary being in the center of Europe while the

EU is a “threatening other” persist despite the very different nature

of the 2008 and 2015 crises. In this conflict, the main dividing

line between Orbán and the EU remains national sovereignty, and

Orbán opposes any loss of sovereignty claiming that the right to

decide is to be reserved for the people solely. Tapping into anti-

communist and anti-imperialist traditions (Csehi and Zgut, 2021)

common in Hungary, Orbán claims that “the task of Europe’s

freedom-loving peoples is to save Brussels from Sovietisation”

(Speech 371, 23 Oct. 2016), as imposing EU rules (on migration

or refugees) on Hungary is similar to Soviet practices of centralized

rule. Orbán is ready to defy EU rules and rather defend people’s will,

even if this means “we can even expect revenge and blackmail from

the Commission” (Speech 359, 3 Oct. 2016).

All the above shows that Orbán continues to perform crisis

and the existential threats resulting from it are at the center of the

discourse to rally the support of the ordinary people based on their

various identity fears. In this sense, the only difference between

the 2010–2014 and the 2014–2018 discourse is that we see more

nativist elements enter the discourse to define both the “self ” and

the “other” in a more religio-cultural sense as the focus switches

from the financial crisis to the migration crisis. At the same time,

Orbán relies on the very same populist discursive strategies that

he used before: he talks as one of the people and for the people,

claiming to represent public will: “we want to govern on the basis

of the mandate provided by the people, jointly with the people and

in the interests of the people]” (Speech 201, 6 Jun. 2014).

2018–2022: constant crises—illiberal
“us” vs. the EU and the liberal world

Given the success of performing the migration crisis in

mobilizing people, fighting migration remains one of the main

topics for the 2018–2022 discourse (Figure 1), despite having no

migrants and a fence erected to stop them from entering the

country. Orbán is thus discursively creating/maintaining the crisis

by blaming the EU and Western countries for wanting Hungary to
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become an immigration country. More precisely, Orbán maintains

his conspiracy theory of the so-called "Soros plan,” claiming

the “decision by the European Parliament is nothing less than

a decision that serves and implements. . . George Soros’s plan”

(Speech 686, 25 Jan. 2019).

Since Orbán continuously performs the migration crisis, we

see little change in the discursive construction of “us”: Hungary

remains portrayed as a unique community, with a Christian culture

and thousand-year traditions that is back on its feet—thanks to

Orbán’s leadership—ready to protect its culture. Even demographic

decline is to be resolved by pursuing “family-centered policy”

(Speech 644, 18 Sept 2018) instead of encouraging immigration.

Hungary is not only projected to be at the core of Europe, but

Orbán claims he is serving not only Hungarian but Europe”s

interest—“Hungary comes first, but through our work we also want

to strengthen Europe” (Speech 615, 20 May 2018). However, this

is a Europe of sovereign nation states, defending tradition and

Christianity since EU integration and multiculturalism are to be

opposed as the main threat to cultural identity.

Based on the above, Orbán maintains discursively the

migration crisis to continue to portray the EU as the “dangerous

other” for promoting migration under the sway of George Soros

(Speech 856, 7 Oct. 2020). The only change is a radicalization of this

crisis narrative that projects an intensification of the alleged threat

of “others”: while in the past Orbán has portrayedmigrationmainly

as a question of national sovereignty and security, now he presents

the issue as a subject of a fundamental question about rights and

wrongs. He claims that on the one hand, EU liberals push for a

secular, multicultural world with “neutral values” but people, on

contrary, prefer “absolute values revealed by God, and the religious

and biblical traditions that have grown out of these” (Speech 848,

21 Sep 2020).

By discursively constructing the migration crisis as a conflict

about fundamental values, Orbán takes the conflict to a higher

level. This is not a disagreement of policy preferences anymore but

rather a fight about “justice, public morals and the common good”

(Speech 621, 16 Jun. 2018). It is a value conflict between illiberal

Hungary and liberal EU and Orbán claims that “[liberal] Europe’s

neutral fundamental values” must be rejected and a new “cultural

era” (Speech 634, 28 Jul. 2018), opposed to the liberal world order,

must be built in Hungary. The language of the discourse, which

is more extreme than previously seen, often breaking taboos also

signals this heightened conflict. Accusing the EU of giving up

on its Christian values, Orbán talks about being forced to wear

a “spiritual straitjacket” (Speech 621, 16 Jun 2018) that restricts

freedom, since in his portrayal, “without Christian culture there

is no Hungarian freedom—nor a free Hungary” (Speech 701, 15

Mar. 2019).

The exacerbated conflict between illiberal Hungary and the

liberal world is also signaled by gender entering the “war of

symbols” against liberalism (for a similar argument see Engeli

et al., 2012) as gender becomes the “symbolic glue” (Kováts and

Pető, 2017) to represent all progressive politics, which Orbán

claims have “failed the people.” While Orbán’s discourse never

really talks about gender issues and the rights of sexual minorities,

these enter his talk from 2018 and remain important topics even

during the pandemic. Since Orbán only thinks of women as

mothers and family caretakers, he proclaims “gender ideology and

rainbow propaganda” (Speech 848, 21 Sep. 2020) are against the

ideal of the family that Hungarians cherish. Opposed to this, the

EU promotes “LGBTQ lunacy” (Speech 895, 4 Mar. 2021) that

Hungarian children must be protected from.

European proceedings against Hungary’s rule of law violations

are also reinterpreted and performed as yet another crisis. Claiming

Hungary is free of wrongdoing, the Sargentini report and the EP

vote4 is presented as the EU’s attack on Hungary that “seek[s]

to pass moral judgement and stigmatize a country and a people”

(Speech 640, 11 Sep. 2018). Orbán claims that alleged rule of law

violations are a result of hate and revenge for opposing the EU

migration scheme: “countries. . . that hated us since [the migration

crisis] want to link the use of this money to political conditions. I’m

not exaggerating; they have a personal antipathy to us Hungarians”

(Speech 835, 24 Jul. 2020). This emotional appeal within the

narrative not only signals a break with political correctness but also

underlines that conflict with the EU is not about rational policy

options anymore but rather portrayed as a fight of emotions.

The 2020 COVID crisis refocuses the post-2020 discourse on

the pandemic but at the same time, Orbán continues to refer back to

the financial as well as the migration crisis (Figure 1), portrayed as

major points of success of his government in dealing with the crisis.

This way, even the discourse of the pandemic is less about the actual

health crisis but rather about crisis performance, more specifically

the alleged success of Orbán’s ability to fend off crises. Similar to the

financial or the migration crisis, Orbán wants to go his own way to

resolve the health crisis, accusing the EU’s pandemic coordination

efforts of unnecessary delays that “obstruct the Hungarian people’s

defense operation” (Speech 803, 27 Mar. 2020).

Orbán performs the COVID-19 crisis like any other crises—

despite its extraordinary nature, the pandemic is just coupled with

his discourse on the migration crisis by saying Hungary is “in a

war on two fronts: on one front there is migration, and on the

other the coronavirus epidemic” (Speech 795, 15 Mar. 2020). The

health crisis is thus performed as part of the ongoing struggle

between Hungary and the EU, and Orbánmanages to convey blame

on Brussels even for the pandemic: “they’re sitting in some sort

of bubble; and instead of saving lives, they’re busy telling other

people what to do” (Speech 804, 30 Mar. 2020). The domestic

opposition shares the blame as it is allegedly not fighting the virus

but rather Orbán’s government. Critics of the regime are accused

of all possible wrong-doing and betraying the nation for siding

with the EU using language rarely seen in democratic politics:

“backstabbing and backbiting, undermining of national strength

and solidarity, sniping at political leaders and experts leading the

country’s defense operation, snitching and betrayal in Brussels,

sabotage and trickery” (Speech 848, 21 Sep 2020).

Performing the pandemic crisis is yet another opportunity for

Orbán to use war rhetoric and emphasize the need to unite the

4 On the 12th of September, the European Parliament voted on the so-

called Sargentini Report, condemning the anti-democratic turn of Hungary

and initiating the procedure related to Article 7(1) of the Treaty on the

European Union. The vote and even the report itself have drawn huge

attention to the continuous democratic erosion in Hungary. (https://www.

boell.de/en/2018/09/19/sargentini-report-its-background-and-what-it-

means-hungary-and-eu).
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people to fend off the crisis: “let’s form the front line in preparation

for our common battle” (Speech 805, 3 Apr. 2020). As such, even the

coronavirus becomes a dangerous enemy to be fought and just as

he has fought migration by militarizing Hungary’s borders, Orbán

declares a “military-style plan” to fight infections with “hospital

commanders” in charge (Speech 803, 27 Mar. 2020). Orbán justifies

his approach by claiming his experience in fighting off crises is

crucial in successfully dealing with the health crisis as “the way of

thinking which was effective in 2010 and pulled us out of trouble

then will also be successful now” (Speech 815, 15 May 2020).

The crisis is performed by Orbán to rally the support of

the people for his immediate and extraordinary policies—special

emergency rules that give uncontrolled power to executive rule

via decrees: “we cannot react quickly if there are debates and

lengthy legislative and law-making procedures. And in times of

crisis and epidemic, the ability to respond rapidly can save lives”

(Speech 803, 27 Mar. 2020). For the same reason, the political

opposition that criticizes the unprecedented power grab is once

again portrayed as traitors of the nation, who do not stand

with the country in times of trouble. For Orbán, opposing his

government means endangering people’s life by weakening crisis

management capabilities (Speech 831, 3 Jul. 2020). Furthermore,

Orbán accuses the left of anti-vaccination activity and spreading

falsehood for its criticism of Hungary’s purchase of Chinese and

Russian vaccines, with no approval of EU health authorities (Speech

908, 16 Apr. 2020).

The EU continues to be portrayed as an enemy even amidst

the pandemic for its criticism of Orbán’s unchecked executive

power and pandemic management. Transforming the real crisis

into a performed crisis, Orbán claims that some EU countries

have made “the vaccine a political issue” (Speech 906, 2 Apr 2020)

and this is why Chinese and Russian vaccines acquired by him

are not approved, despite the delays in obtaining western ones.

Instead of saving people’s life, the EU betrays the people since

“everyone knows perfectly well that for the European Union [the

question of purchasing vaccines] was a business question” (Speech

956, 28 Jan. 2022). Moreover, Orbán charges the EU for delaying

Hungary’s access to the pandemic recovery funds over rule of

law violations that allegedly are imposed “because of the LGBTQ

lobby” (Speech 939, 8 Oct. 2022) in Brussels that cannot accept

Christian Hungary.

The start of the Ukrainian–Russian war in February 2022

provides yet another opportunity for Orbán to perform crisis the

way it suits his interests. Being Putin’s strongest European ally,

Orbán is reluctant to condemn the Russian aggression and opposes

sanctions claiming that Hungary will be affected negatively as

“neighbors are the first to pay the price for sanctions” (Speech 960,

4 Mar. 2022). Instead, he blames NATO and the EU—Hungary’s

allies—for destroying the geopolitical status quo by encouraging

Ukrainian membership instead ensuring that Ukraine remained

a buffer zone “under the influence of Russia 50%, and the West

50%” (Speech 783, 6 Feb. 2020). The crisis of the war also allows

Orbán to attack his domestic opposition before the upcoming

elections, accusing it once again that it works against people’s

will because it wants to “send soldiers to fight the Russians”

(Speech 959, 2 Mar. 2022), despite no such plans. In return, as

a simple solution to the crisis, Orbán claims that only he and

his government can secure Hungary from being dragged into

the war.

Using the same populist discursive strategies that we have seen

employed from 2010 onwards, Orbán exaggerates the supposed

“wrongdoing” of the “others” and uses foul language to elicit a

stronger emotional response from his followers: European elites

and institutions are not only portrayed illegitimate for failing

“people’s will” but continue to be charged with being controlled

by shadow armies. Allegedly, instead of elected politicians, media

and NGO networks decide on mass immigration and “promotion

of gender ideology” (Speech 938, 6 Oct. 2021) because “a shadow

army of George Soros” (Speech 607, 4 May 2018) operates both in

Hungary and Europe. Soros allegedly finances “fake civil society

organization” (Speech 633, 27 Jul 2018) and the opposition to

Orbán’s regime. The opposition coalition for the 2022 elections is

presented in a similar demeaning way to question its worth: “the

Hungarian opposition . . . has been ground up and stuffed into a

sausage . . . the Soros sausage” (Speech 856, 7 Oct. 2020).

According to Orbán, all the crises Hungary must face—be

that the financial crisis in 2008, the migration crisis in 2015, or

the pandemic in 2020—can be blamed on the failures of liberal

governments. As such, for Orbán, “liberal democracy in that sense

is over” (Speech 783, 6 Feb. 2020). Portraying his regime of an

illiberal democracy as an innovation in democracy that will not only

makeHungary great again but save Europe from decay, he identifies

the followers of the old order (liberal democracy) as enemies using

foul language as “its financial beneficiaries, the lazy, the idle and the

slothful [who] all join forces to attack the innovators” (Speech 609,

10 May 2018). It is for the same reasons that Orbán claims no other

prime minister or country has a reputation as bad as he has (Speech

702, 23 Mar 2019).

In sum, the 2018–2022 discourse performs a series of crises

to enlist all critics of Orbán’s regime as “dangerous others” that

threaten the very foundations of Hungary. Liberals are signaled out

as the target of all blame, irrespective of whether they are part of the

domestic opposition or the European (and Western) scene. Orbán

claims that “there are two attacks on Christian freedom. The first

comes from within and comes from liberals . . . and there is an

attack from outside, which is embodied in migration” (Speech 735,

27 Jul. 2019). Yet, the “culture war is not being fought in Hungary,

but in Europe” (Speech 652, 4 Oct 2018). This way, the main threat

is portrayed not as the internal opposition of the regime (already

weakened by his authoritarian policies) but as coming from outside,

via the liberal international community that is embodied by the

EU. Opposing the EU thus stands for opposing everything liberal:

immigration, multicultural secularism, or “gender ideology”; and

supranational: the resettlement quota, a coordinated effort to fight

coronavirus or a common stance against the Russian aggression.

Conclusion and discussion

Orbán’s political discourse is a prime example of a right-

wing ethno-populist narrative that performs crises to legitimize

the ruling regime and its policies by distracting public opinion

from policy choice to politics of identity. Ever since taking office in

2010, Orbán’s discourse has been focused on discursively creating
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the image of existential crisis(es) and enemies of the people to be

blamed for these crises by exaggerating threats faced by society.

The discursive performance of crisis is constant, only the crises

change, which results in a constant reconstruction of both the “self ”

and the “dangerous others,” with great flexibility, via processes

of othering and blame attribution. Blame attribution is key to

portraying “others” as violators of moral behavior and it is used to

justify exclusionist policies, extreme measures, or denial of rights

that are all at the center of illiberal politics that challenge liberal

equality and pluralistic democracy with radicalized inclusionary

and exclusionary criteria (Krekó and Mayer, 2015; p. 185).

Performing crisis enables Orbán discursively construct to his

liking the image of “Hungarian people” as well as its enemies to be

fought. While originally, economic difficulties position the working

people against international capital and its former domestic elite,

blame is also extended to the IMF and EU for demanding austerity

measures. Next, the migration crisis pits an ethno-cultural self

against the culturally and religiously different migrant, but it

is again the EU and specific Western countries that allegedly

bring migration to Hungary. Defining the self through ethnic

particularism, conservative traditionalism, and Christian religion,

everythingmulticultural and secular becomes an enemy: promoters

of gender ideology threaten families, LGBTQ rights endanger

children and publicmorals, while the Soros network allegedly wants

to destroy Hungary. In turn, the coronavirus threatens people but

once again the real enemies playing with people’s lives are the

political opposition and the EU for criticizing Orbán’s pandemic

management. Similarly, the Russian–Ukrainian war is a threat

blamed on the EU and NATO, as well as the domestic opposition

that allegedly wants to drag the country into war as opposed to

Orbán’s depiction of the self as “peace-loving people.”

It is the processes of discursive othering that establish

the conflict lines between Hungary and its enemies. Orbán’s

discourse is highly adaptive in incorporating new topics and

concepts, provided to him by contextual changes. Each new crisis

breeds new “friends” and “foes”—only traditionalist Hungary’s

opposition to the EU remains constant: the Hungarian economy

vs. foreign capital; IMF and the EU; ethnic Hungarians vs.

immigrants and EU’s refugee quota; Christianity vs. Islam and

secular EU; traditional society vs. liberals in the EU; traditional

family vs. gender or LGBTQ rights of the EU; and Hungary’s

national sovereignty vs. EU solidarity. With each crisis performed,

conceptions of the “self ” become more and more exclusionary,

while the number and variety of enemies to be fought increases

continuously, producing a never-ending spiral of radicalization

that helps Orbán portray each crisis as an existential threat, where

different issues become matters of fundamental questions of rights

and wrongs, with no compromise possible.

At the same time, irrespective of the crisis that is performed,

the discursive processes of othering center on different conceptions

of Europe vis-à-vis the EU: while Hungary is always portrayed

as a bastion and savior of traditional Europe and its Christian

civilization, the EU is conceived in different ways as the

archenemy—the most dangerous “other,” an empire of all (liberal)

evil. Each crisis performed only deepens the conflict between

Europe and the EU by adding new layers of disagreement. The

European Union is mentioned three times more often than

any other identifier in the discourse, which shows that Orbán’s

populist discourse is Eurosceptic at its core, claiming that all EU

criticism and rule of law violation proceedings are revenge for

Hungary safeguarding Christian Europe and its traditional values.

In turn, this false discursive construct of the EU against Europe,

no matter how detached from reality is, rallies people’s support

based on nostalgia and legitimates Orbán’s political strategy to

build illiberal democracy as the anti-thesis of the liberal world

order. It also shields the regime from criticism both at home

and abroad by allowing Orbán to act as European, while working

against the EU.

Orbán continuously performs crises—real or imagined—

because the constant “righteous battle” against the various enemies,

empowered or embodied by the EU, can only be waged with

unchallenged power concentration in the hands of the ruler.

Unrestrained power allows for creating and transforming elites

and authority, enabling constitutional changes, weakening of

former power holders, promoting adversarial politics, favoring

majoritarian norms at the expense of minorities, and weakening

the European spirit by craving sovereignty. Orbán’s grip on

power is strengthened under the pretext of promoting a

neoconservative ideology to save European civilization and the

populist mobilization along the lines of “us” vs. “them” to label

critics enemies and traitors or external foes of the national cause.

While Orbán claims that it is the “will of people,” this is nothing but

a drift to authoritarianism.
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